Committee Agenda
Revised
HB 1280 was withdrawn by the Prime Sponsor

Committee: House Agriculture and Natural Resources
Room: Room 412
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Time: 7:45 AM

Representatives: Brunner, Finck, Chase, Glanzer, Lesmeister, Livermont, Marty, Mulally, Herman Otten, Overweg, Kent Peterson, Pourier, and Wangsness

BILL HEARINGS
HB 1197 require testing of moisture meters and protein-measuring devices (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Gosch

HB 1254 require a habitat stamp for certain hunting, fishing, canoeing, kayaking, and jet skiing activities (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Herman Otten

SB 75 provide for a habitat stamp on hunting and fishing licenses (Introduced)
Introduced by: Senator V. J. Smith

BILLS FOR POSSIBLE ACTION WHICH HAVE HAD PRIOR HEARING.
HB 1238 permit modification of the term of a perpetual conservation easement after the death of the grantor (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative McCleerey

/s/ THOMAS J. BRUNNER
Thomas J. Brunner, Chair

Individuals needing assistance, pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, should contact the Legislative Research Council (605-773-3251) 48 hours before convening to make any necessary arrangements.
Committee Agenda
Revised

Committee: House Committee on Appropriations
Room: Room 362
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Time: 10:00 AM

Representatives Karr, Hunhoff, Bartels, Gross, Howard, Koth, Sue Peterson, Post, and Saba

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1253  accommodate legislation regarding contracts with the State
(Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Howard

HB 1230  provide for an increased distribution from the education enhancement
trust fund in fiscal year 2021 (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Cwach

BILLS FOR POSSIBLE ACTION WHICH HAVE HAD PRIOR HEARING.

HJR 5003  Proposing and submitting to the electors at the next general election,
an amendment to Article XII of the Constitution of the State of South Dakota, relating to prohibiting the general appropriation bill from
reappropriating or transferring funds that are in special funds and
establishing rules pertaining to the administration of special funds
(Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Howard

/s/ CHRIS G. KARR
Chris G. Karr, Chair
Committee Agenda
Revised

Committee:  House Health and Human Services
Room:  Room 414
Date:  Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Time:  7:45 AM

Representatives  Kevin Jensen, Wiese, Borglum, Deutsch, Duba, Frye-Mueller, Healy, Milstead, Miskimins, Perry, Rounds, St. John, and York

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1239  require the costs of nursing homes to be rebased every five years for purposes of Medicaid reimbursement  (Introduced)
Introduced by:  Representative McCleerey

HCR 6004  To create a task force for the purpose of reviewing the manner in which mental health services are delivered in this state and considering changes to existing models or alternative models that could be utilized for the delivery of mental health services on a regional basis in this state  (Introduced)
Introduced by:  Representative Diedrich

HCR 6008  To authorize a legislative study for the continuum of care for the disabled and elderly of South Dakota  (Introduced)
Introduced by:  Representative Hunhoff

HB 1235  revise provisions regarding immunizations  (Introduced)
Introduced by:  Representative Qualm

BILLS NOT ADDRESSED PRIOR TO COMMITTEE RECESS WILL BE HEARD
FOLLOWING ADJOURNMENT OF LEGISLATIVE SESSION IN ROOM 412

/s/ KEVIN D. JENSEN
Kevin D. Jensen, Chair

Individuals needing assistance, pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, should contact the Legislative Research Council (605-773-3251) 48 hours before convening to make any necessary arrangements.
Committee Agenda
Revised

Committee: House Local Government
Room: Room 464
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Time: 10:00 AM

Representatives Herman Otten, York, Barthel, Chaffee, Cwach, Frye-Mueller, Lana Greenfield, Hammock, Mulally, Overweg, Reed, Reimer, and Sullivan

BILL HEARING
HB 1264 revise provisions regarding the procurement of public improvements (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Anderson

The House Local Government Committee has been moved to Room 464.

/s/ HERMAN OTTEN
Herman Otten, Chair
Committee Agenda
Revised

Committee: House Taxation
Room: Room 464
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Time: 7:45 AM

Representatives Willadsen, Dennert, Chaffee, Duvall, Chris Johnson, David Johnson, Mills, Olson, Pischke, Randolph, Reed, Ring, and Jamie Smith

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1268 provide timely refunds for excess payments made in lieu of contributions to the unemployment compensation trust fund (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Post

HB 1287 provide exemption of certain taxes for certain nursing home providers and community service providers (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Gosch

BILLS FOR POSSIBLE ACTION WHICH HAVE HAD PRIOR HEARING.

HB 1259 revise provisions regarding the discretionary formula for determining the assessed value of property for tax purposes (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Chaffee

/s/ MARK WILLADSEN
Mark Willadsen, Chair

____________________

Individuals needing assistance, pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, should contact the Legislative Research Council (605-773-3251) 48 hours before convening to make any necessary arrangements.
Committee Agenda

Committee: House Transportation
Room: Room 413
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Time: 10:00 AM

Representatives Mills, Anderson, Bordeaux, Chase, Duvall, Finck, Goodwin, David Johnson, Lesmeister, Livermont, Steele, Weis, and Zikmund

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1154   revise certain provisions regarding motor vehicle license plates
(Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Frye-Mueller

HB 1248   revise the motor vehicle license fee for certain older trucks
(Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Mills

HB 1284   create a road improvement priority fund and to provide for the distribution of the fund (House Taxation Engrossed)
Introduced by: Representative Finck

/s/ JOHN MILLS
John Mills, Chair